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Education is really essential to our lives. For
example, education can be the way that we can
ensure that we get a job or a career, education can
also be the way that we make sure that we get
further education in the.Q: if $X \sim \mu(A)$ and
$Y \sim \mu(B)$ with $A\subset B$ then $X+Y
\sim \mu(B\cap A)$ Let $(\Omega, \mathcal{F},
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\mu)$ be a probability space and $X, Y: \Omega\to
\mathbb{R}$ be integrable and $\mu(A), \mu(B)$
such that $A\subset B$. I want to show that
$X+Y\sim \mu(B\cap A)$ but I can't. In fact, the
CDF of $X+Y$ is $(C(y+x))_{y,x}$, the set
$\{(y+x):y\in\mathbb{R}, x\in\mathbb{R}\}$. The
problem is that $C(y+x)$ is not necessarily $A$ or
$B\cap A$ A: Take $A = \{1, 2\}, \; B = \{1, 2, 3\},
\; X(1) = 1, \; Y(1) = 1, \; X(2) = 2, \; Y(2) = 2, \;
X(3) = 1, \; Y(3) = 1$ and you get $X + Y = 3$ and
$\mu(A) = \frac{1}{2}, \; \mu(B\cap A) =
\frac{1}{4}, \; \mu(B) = \frac{2}{4}$, hence $X +
Y ot\sim \mu(B\cap A)$ Q: how to check if
executionalbe function is present in mozilla addon?
I want to know if mozilla addon is able to execute
some code? i dont want to run something everytime
my addon is opened. my use case is like click a
button my addon is able to check if executionalbe
function is present in some file? 1cb139a0ed
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